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Introduction
Seven playwrights. Fifteen plays. Short plays, yes, but whole worlds 
contained in them. Huge windows into the minds and times of seven 
extraordinary writers for the theatre. 7-ON is the name this group 
uses when they write together. I met them as a group when I was an 
emerging director working under the mentorship of Nick Marchand 
at Griffin Theatre Company. It was 2006, I had just graduated from 
NIDA and Nick was trying an experiment at Griffin of staging short 
plays before the main advertised play. I knew them as 7-ON before 
I got to know and love them as individual playwrights. Since first 
contact I have stayed in a creative relationship with them together and 
separately and have marvelled at both their individual talents and the 
creative generosity they give to one another as a collective. This is the 
group of playwrights who taught me about the value of a community 
for writers. 

There is very little opportunity for critical dialogue in the 
playwriting world in Australia today. These playwrights talk to one 
another. Writing is lonely. This group has fought to make it less so. 
Opportunities for commission and production are increasingly rare. 
This group celebrates each other’s success. In writing together, they 
have refined their individual voices and challenged each other to move 
into ideas that none of them would have tackled alone. I do not know 
the particulars of how and why they formed 7-ON, but I have enjoyed 
the writing that has sprung from their collaboration.

The short play is so often treated as a theatre problem … what 
do we do with them? How do we advertise them? Can we add them 
together in a program of short plays? In this moment of publication 
I do not have to solve any of those problems. I can simply enjoy the 
pleasure of their creative visions and appreciate the display of a breadth 
of capacity that is barely seen on our limited stages. I can enjoy them 
in the same way I enjoy collections of short stories for the jewels that 
they are. In this collection I can tap directly into the courage of Donna 
Abela, the brutal detail wielded by Vanessa Bates, the elegance and 
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vi SHARP DARTS

sophisticated ordinary of Hilary Bell, the vivid universe making of 
Noëlle Janaczewska, the precise grace of Verity Laughton, the dynamic 
rhythms of Ned Manning’s dialogue perfectly capturing people in 
amber, the epic reach of Catherine Zimdahl. It is a rich collection of 
virtuosity. These plays distil their talents singularly, and the collection 
displays their unique legacy. 

Sharp Darts as a collection is proof of a hard-won depth in Australian 
playwriting that has provided the foundation for the emerging post-
colonial generation. These plays should point you towards the great 
bodies of work that sit behind each one—these playwrights take up 
significant space on the Australian play bookshelves. Maybe the 
collection is your introduction to these playwrights, maybe it will serve 
as a reminder of their full-length works.

I know that in reading Aurora’s Lament and Stella Started It, the 
impulse to read Donna Abela’s Jump for Jordan again is strong. Across 
her career, Donna has given voice to complex women managing to 
live in a dominant, often violent, patriarchy. She has always carved 
space for minority voices in a theatrical landscape which has always 
been dominantly white. Her politics have been ahead of her theatrical 
time but her plays are proof that our playwrights have been writing 
important stories our mainstream theatres have failed to produce. 

Vanessa Bates’ That Night We Lost Jenny is a play that has been 
timely for too long. The thread of violence in women’s lives that is 
present in the writing of all these playwrights is foregrounded in this 
work. Vanessa is one of the great writers who has always detailed the 
aggressions women face and the micro ways that macro problems 
manifest in the words and rhythms of day to day denial and erasure. 
There are times though in her writing when she leaps from the real into 
wilder imaginative spaces and her love story between two gnomes in 
Small Hard Truths is emblematic of that capacity. It’s delightful. 

You can never get ahead of Hilary Bell’s imagination. She often 
starts in light places but throughout her career she has been willing 
to explore great darknesses in people and the times. She is expert 
in wielding the tension of gradual realisation and you can feel her 
enjoyment of constructing the rising ‘On no! Oh no!’ in the audience. 
She loves toying with the way we underestimate certain people in our 
society—young women (in Wolf Lullaby), old women (here in Cheering 
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viiINTRODUCTION

Up Mother). Hilary’s stiletto-like satire when creating a comedy of 
manners is what makes The National Apology Centre so delightful, but 
what always amazes me is how she maintains a lightness of touch, even 
when breaking a man’s nose.

Noëlle Janaczewska is one of the most literate and formally 
courageous playwrights in Australia. Her love of and dexterity with 
complex language drives a vision of our future in DesertCityIsland. 
This is a play I wish would work its way into a long form because 
selfishly I would love to direct it. She has a virtuosity that is akin to 
Berkoff, but obviously without the engine of toxic masculinity. This 
is the kind of high-end Australian language play that we don’t see 
enough of onstage. Noëlle blends comedy with existential horror in 
in unique ways and while this is definitely a part of DesertCityIsland 
it is a heartbreaking combination in Evelyn. Another play that records 
the female heritage of economic and social precariousness, the nursery 
rhyme hiding violence in plain sight is deeply unsettling. And you will 
never look at knitting needles the same way again. For all her aloneness 
on her island of literature, Jackie is at least physically safer than Evelyn 
ever was in Robinson.

One of the hardest and most rewarding writers to appreciate in this 
collection is Verity Laughton. Her texts are deceptively simple but the 
questions they raise are complex. She plays with fluidity and repetition 
in her structures so that her plays are woven like pieces of fabric 
rather than linear like string. Lone Bird echoes the ancients and the 
surrealists, giving us a river, a ferryman, the dissolving of memory and 
identity and hopefully peace. The final word ‘water’ sends me towards 
David Foster Wallace’s This is Water, but it also sends me back to 
her luminous play The Sweetest Thing, which Sarah Goodes directed 
at Belvoir many years ago. The depth of her writing means that the 
memories stay with you a long time. Six O’Clock has a music in it 
as she again plays with memory and sadness and love and time … a 
little reminiscent of Slessor? Or maybe that echo is just because of the 
period she is evoking.

Ned Manning catches the rhythms of people in such vital ways 
that they spring up off the page and into the bodies of actors without 
hesitation. He captures voices of a past Australia that is slipping away 
from us in Shootin’ The Breeze: the go-nowhere sounds of a yarn over 
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viii SHARP DARTS

the fence type conversation are vivid and bring a smile of remembering 
my grandmother. His devastating cynicism, that speaks volumes about 
his disillusionment with the politicians of this age, slams home in the 
final line of The Politician. Awful and funny and so true and so sad. In 
one line. Magic.

There was no way to avoid working through these plays one by 
one—I am not a writer, just a very grateful director. 7-ON are always 
listed alphabetically, which thus brings me to the deeply confronting 
works by Catherine Zimdahl. The portrait of an Australia that refuses 
to become post-colonial in The Family Name is honest and brutal 
and awful. And then she turns her talent to a world gaze and a style 
reminiscent of Jose Rivera. In HERENOWTHENTHERE she captures 
the vulnerability of those who have been shifted around the world by 
violence and who have found questionable refuge in a place that will 
not care for them.

Taken together, these plays are not a flattering portrait of Australia. 
They catalogue shame, denial, violence towards women, the burial of 
colonial violence … all our crimes as a nation. But they reveal that 
there have always been playwrights prepared to write the dark even 
when there have not been companies willing to stage these voices. That 
they do all this in such different and surprising ways is testament to 
their talent as a group and their generosity as people in embracing their 
differences. There may not be a national community of playwrights, 
but through the work of 7-ON you can glimpse our playwriting vision 
of our nation. The politics are bleak but their writing of it is inspiring.

Lee Lewis
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AURORA’S LAMENT 
Donna Abela

Characters:

AURORA, migrant from the Philippines 

LUKE, young working-class man

JOAN, Luke’s mother

TRUCKIE, truck driver

Set in a suburban house and street, an office block roof top, a windy 
south coast caravan park, a highway.

AURORA’s scenes are in the present. To emphasise her sense of isolation 
and exile, I suggest that only present tense sounds from the caravan 
park accompany her speeches. LUKE and JOAN’s scenes are all in the 
past. 

Aurora’s Lament was written for audio. It could, however, also be 
staged.

This work is a free adaptation of the Old English poem The Wife’s 
Lament. 

PROLOGUE

FX Interior. Caravan in a gale force wind.

AURORA: after weeks of oblique glancing
fitful sleep
daydreaming maybes
we 
between floors 
stairwell sex
two office block cash-in-hand cleaners
buckets spilt
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2 SHARP DARTS

rubber gloves off
reaching 
touching 
going up in the world

FX Exterior. Office block roof top. Street sounds from below.
LUKE: who knew we had keys to the roof?

with you 
heights up here don’t scare me!
I’m steady 
and I can see all the Sydney bridges
lit up all around us 

with you 
I can feel my heart plunge and play

without you 
I’d know none of this!

FX Interior. Caravan in a gale force wind. 
AURORA: you took me home

took me in
opened up your musty bedroom
and asked about my past

asked enough to know to 
leave it be

just sleep-fall with me into a tired tangle
a shared breath
letting your bed
safe as houses
float us away

FX Exterior. Backyard. Magpies and lorikeets chirp.
LUKE: she lives in the city 

with some nuns
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